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The theory of security measures arose in the nineteenth century, with the concern 
on the personal dangerousness of the feason, advocates applying security measures to 
reduce the personal dangerousness and finally to realize social defence. The theory of 
security measures differs from traditional criminal penalty theory whose fundament is 
criminal liability. 
For a long time. debates about the criminal penalty and the security between 
criminal classical school and the criminal modern school last constantly. With the 
development of society, theories of two schools interact, refer and amalgamate in the 
divergence and competition. Finally come the dualism legislation style with 
compresence of the security measures and the traditional criminal penalty. 
Juvenile delinquents are characterized by special personal dangerousness. It’s 
difficult for the traditional criminal penalty institution whose fundament is criminal 
liability to achieve the object of reduce the personal dangerousness of the juveniles. And 
the effect of the rectification and rehabilitation of the juvenile delinquents under the 
traditional criminal penalty institution is limited. 
Accordingly, according to the dualism theory, the establishment of legislation style 
with compresence of the security measures and the traditional criminal penalty, with the 
embedding of the securities measure sin to the structure of the traditional criminal 
respite penalty .in the form of reprieve order, is actually practicable not only to realize 
the function of the rectification and rehabilitation of the juvenile delinquents by the 
security measures, but also to combine with the present criminal penalty institution in 
China.  
To establish double-track system of the security measures and the traditional 
criminal penalty, we should “panoramicly” construct in three phases: pre-trial social 
investigation, reprieve order sentence, and execution of reprieve order. Among them, 
the types of reprieve orders, should be socially arranged by using based on the personal 
dangerousness characteristics of juvenile delinquents. 
This paper comprises four chapters. 
Chapter 1: Overview of the application of security measures for juvenile 













 discusses the characteristics of the personal dangerousness of juvenile delinquents, and 
demonstrates the effect of the security system on the juvenile delinquents. 
Chapter 2: The establishment of double-track system legislation style with 
compresence of the security measures and the traditional criminal penalty in the form of 
reprieve order. From the aspects of analyzing the feasibility of the double-track system 
legislation, the concept of reprieve order, the legal function and the social value, this 
chapter proves the embedding of the securities measures into the structureof the 
traditional criminal respite penalty in the form of reprieve order. 
Chapter 3: The comparison and reference of foreign reprieve institution on juvenile 
delinquents. The reprieve institutionis exotic, those in Hong Kong, Taiwan andforeign 
countries probation system in Hongkong, Taiwan and foreign countries are perfect and 
is worthy of reference. 
Chapter4: the specific ideas to improve the reprieve order. Establish a diversified 
rehabilitation way by using the social power, and further improve the procedure of 
revoking and extending of the reprieve. 
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